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BEN ALLEN
Ben Allen was a Brighton based print maker until recently when he moved to Cornwall. His originals more often than not take the form of mixed media and his style borders Pop, Urban and Street 
ideologies. Since 2007, Ben’s work has climbed from strength to strength and more recent years have seen him exhibiting internationally. Surfer, skater, artist, UK born and bred Ben Allen works in 
a multitude of media and materials. Influences include comic book art, surfing, skateboard culture, Japanese graphics, the Mexican “Dia de la Muerte”, typography, nature and the human condition. 
He currently has permanent work on display in Selfridges, London, with recent shows in New York, London and Ibiza in 2013. 

Ruby Lovebird £350 42cm x 42cm
Lovebird was one of Ben’s earliest prints

Revolver - Silver (Artist’s Proof) £590 76cm x 112cm
This large edition of Revolver is very rare and is on oversized paper.  

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Ben Allen
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Ben_Allen/Ruby_Lovebird
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Ben_Allen/Revolver_-_Silver_(Large)


PETER ANDERSON
Peter Anderson’s early work records a rarely-seen alternative 80s. Working closely with his subjects – many of whom have since become household names – his photographs capture the energy 
of an era when music, fashion and politics first collided. It is a time that is still deeply influential today.

Joe Strummer £700 25cm x 25cm
Peter Anderson’s iconic photo of Joe Strummer. edition of 33. Framed in a heavy steel frame.

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Peter%20Anderson
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Peter_Anderson/Joe_Strummer_(Framed)


ANTONIA BARCLAY
Originally from Norfolk and now living in London, Antonia specialises in oil painting and portraiture. Having studied in Florence for a year, her style has developed into a traditional practice with a 
modern twist. Portraits can be commissioned of family members or even beloved pets, usually with two or more sittings - the portrait can then be finished in her studio with the aid of photographs. 
In her spare time she paints wildlife, such as pigs, sheep and cows through to deer, guinea fowl and chickens. Recently, more often than not, the painting is finished with gold leaf, either as a 
background or as a highlight on the animal itself. If you are interested in having a particular animal painted, this can be done to order, usually taking around 3 weeks.

Rams Head £550 50cm x 40cm
This most recent ram’s head has been spared the gold leaf, suiting a more traditional setting

Butterflies £750 60cm x 50cm
Fresh from the easel, this piece has a multitude of gold leaf and is an unusual subject for Antonia

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Antonia%20Barclay
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Antonia_Barclay/Rams_Head
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Antonia_Barclay/Butterflies


BERNARD BUFFET
Bernard Buffet was a painter well-known for his Expressionist works. Buffet was born in Paris, France, and during his youth, he was supported by a local art dealer who encouraged his development. 
After his first exhibition in 1946, he held at least one exhibition a year until his first retrospective in 1958, having already been touted as one of France’s best post-war artists. His career flourished in 
the 60’s and 70’s and his work is now held in many private and public collections around the world. He committed suicide in 1999 after his parkinsons had developed to the point where he could 
no longer produce work. 

Le Pont Neuf £650 65cm x 50cm
Buffet’s interpretation of Le Pont Neuf in Paris. Signed in the plate and unnumbered

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Bernard%20Buffet
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Bernard_Buffet/Pont_Neuf


MR BRAINWASH
Mr. Brainwash (“MBW”) is a pseudonym for Thierry Guetta. According to the Banksy directed film Exit Through the Gift Shop, Guetta, who lives in Los Angeles, California, began as a proprietor of 
a clothing store and videographer who evolved into a street artist and gallery artist after being influenced by the street artists he documented through video over the years. According to the film, 
Guetta was first introduced to street art by his cousin, the street artist, Invader. It was after this that his fascination with urban art spiralled into a creativity drive, spurred on by Banksy, the culmination 
of which was his first show in Los Angeles, ‘Life is Beautiful’. The show received mixed reviews, however, since that point, Mr Brainwash has continued to hold solo exhibitions all over the world, 

Legend (3 colourways) £1950 ea. 76cm x 56cm
Legend depicts Ali fighting Joe Frazier. The piece is available in 3 colourways starting at £1750 each

Star Wars Reunion £1250 76cm x 56cm
Pup Art was created from a famous image by Norman Rockwell. Edition of 50

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Mr%20Brainwash
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Mr_Brainwash/Legend_Light_Brown_%28Unframed%29
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Mr_Brainwash/Star_Wars_Reunion


BLIMEY
Blimey has his origins in the US, although he now spends most of his time in Europe based in London in the UK. He has practised in the US and Europe. He is said to be influenced by a number of 
leading exponents of pop art, including Peter Blake, Roy Lichenstein, Banksy and Andy Warhol. His work features allusions to historical and contemporary themes and images, and he has a strong 
interest in wildlife and animal themes as we relate to them in everyday life. His work today is exclusively figurative and he professes to have little interest in abstract art.

Real Tasty £120 33cm x 48cm
Signed and numbered, an edition of 100

Hot and Beefy £120 33cm x 48cm
Signed and numbered, an edition of 100

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Blimey
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Blimey/Real_Tasty_
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Blimey/Hot_and_Beefy_(Unramed)


RICHARD CHAPMAN
Richard Chapman is a Norfolk based woodworker. He can often be seen crawling through piles of wood next to forests, sourcing what he considers to be some of the best wood in the UK, both in 
terms of age and quality. From these abandoned logs and stumps, he turns or carves the wood, sometimes whilst it is still green, to achieve his wonderful pieces. Some more decorative than others, 
the beauty of these items outweighs the significance of functionality. 

Hand Carved Poplar Vase £350 28cm x 40cm
Hand carved poplar vase, certainly aimed at the more decorative side

Hand Carved Walnut Bowl £450 67cm x 56cm
Hand carved walnut bowl, ideal for a table centrepiece, functional or decorative

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Richard%20Chapman
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Richard_Chapman/Vase_Handcarved_from_Black_Poplar
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Richard_Chapman/Bowl_Handcarved_in_Walnut


CONSTANCE
ConStance is a one person art production force based in the UK. ConStance prepares work in such a way as to promote humour in art and to question why individuals gain such notoriety in our 
modern culture. ConStance’s most recent series explores the status of celebrity icons and is exclusive to our gallery.

Audrey says ‘What?’ £60 42cm x 60cm
Edition of 100, signed an numbered

Thanks James £60 60cm x 42cm
Edition of 100, signed an numbered

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/ConStance
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/ConStance/Audrey_Says_What
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/ConStance/Thanks_James_-_A3


TERRY CRYER
Born in Leeds in 1934, Terry was involved with photography at 14, mixing chemicals at 100 gallons a time for a processing firm. His first camera was a Reid, an imitation Leica, but while in Egypt, he 
acquired a twin-lens Rolleiflex and never looked back. Back home he got a job at Butlins and learned all about “crashing ‘em out” (speed printing), knocking on doors to photograph babies, and 
Saturday night dances. Since then, Terry has gained a reputation as the UK’s foremost Jazz and Blues photographer, capturing subjects such as George Melly and Muddy Waters. Terry has lived and 
worked in Yorkshire for the past 30 years.

Muddy Waters (Framed) £895 25cm x 28cm
Muddy Waters backstage at Conway Hall, London

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Terry%20Cryer
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Terry_Cryer/Muddy_Waters,_Backstage_at_Conway_Hall,_London


DED
Artist to design studio and back again, these are the two sides of DED’s shiny existence. A small yet conspicuous group of dirty designers with an unhealthy love of graphic material. Shoulder to 
shoulder DED equate to the length of a Ford Capri (almost)!

Cindy (Refurbished) £450 64cm x 91cm
Branding galore - See how many of the ‘modified’ brands you can spot! 

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/DED
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Ded/Cindy_(Unframed)


CHRIS DE LORENZO
Chris was born in Massachusetts, 1986. Since graduating from Syracuse University, where he took interest in graphic design, art direction and packaging, Chris was hired on as an Associate Art 
Director for Saatchi & Saatchi in NYC. He left there in 2010 to become the head designer at Johnny Cupcakes Inc. His work is full of tiny nods to pop art, 1940’s cinema, graffiti and folk art. His pursuit 
is the heartfelt interloping of image and text and a sharp, left hand turn when you were sure the road ran straight for miles. In his short professional career Chris has already provided design and art 
direction for clients such as Johnny Cupcakes, GE, Wendy’s, Fiber One, Livespeakr, Nidecker Snowboards, LG, Smirnoff, and Samsung.

Peewee Herman £220 45cm x 60cm
Signed and Numbered, edition of 100

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Chris_DeLorenzo
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Chris_DeLorenzo/Pee_Wee_Herman


JASON DOODIE
Born in 1984.5, Jason Doodie is a collaborative harnessing the creative satire of two artists from the south east of England. Their work is more often than not a direct parody of international branding 
and establishments, highlighting the presence of both in contemporary society.

Stellar £150 50cm x 40cm
Signed and Numbered, edition of 100

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Jason%20Doodie
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Jason_Doodie/Stella


BEN EINE
Ben Flynn, a.k.a. EINE, shot to international fame when David Cameron presented one of his works to President Obama as a gift on his first official state visit, but is arguably more famous for “Alphabet 
Street”, the shutters and murals he painted in his trademark colours and typography in Middlesex Street, London, described by The Times as “a street now internationally recognized as a living piece 
of art with direct links to The White House.” Eine specialises in producing huge letters on shop fronts, his bright, colourful letters have transformed streets around the world in cities including LA, San 
Francisco, Paris, Dublin, Tokyo, Stockholm as well as his home city of London. 

A to Z £795 66cm x 66cm
A great example of Eine’s illustrative and calligraphic prowess

To Express £450 74cm x 54cm
A more recent example of Eine’s work. Edition of 100, signed and numbered

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Ben%20Eine
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Ben_Eine/A_to_Z
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Ben_Eine/To_Express


PURE EVIL
To understand a bit about Pure Evil it is illuminating to know that he is a descendant of Sir Thomas More, the Lord Chancellor who wrote the controversial work Utopia and who was later beheaded 
by King Henry VIII. With this busy background (Sir Thomas was later canonised) it is only natural that Pure Evil should explore the darker side of the wreckage of Utopian dreams and the myth of the 
Apocalypse, a belief in the life-changing event that brings history with all its conflicts to an end.

Guernica by Pablo Picachu £540 110cm x 50cm
A rendition of Picasso’s famous Guernica with a few ‘twists’

Joe DiMaggio’s Nightmare £420 72cm x 85cm
Marilyn Monroe with the Pure Evil treatment - From a series of works depicting famous wives of celebrities

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Pure%20Evil
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Pure_Evil/Guernica_by_Pablo_Picachu
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Pure_Evil/Joe_Dimaggios_Nightmare_(blue)


SHEPARD FAIREY
 Shepard Fairey is an American contemporary graphic designer and illustrator who emerged from the skateboarding scene. He first became known for his “Andre the Giant Has a Posse” (OBEY) 
sticker campaign, in which he appropriated images from the comedic supermarket tabloid Weekly World News. His work became more widely known in the 2008 U.S. presidential election, specifically 
his Barack Obama “Hope” poster. The Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston calls him one of today’s best known and most influential street artists.

Blondie £550 46cm x 61cm
Debbie Harry from the band ‘Blondie’

Power (Lichtenstein) £750 46cm x 61cm
The epitome of Fairey’s reverse propaganda, the Duality of Humanity series refers to the US-Vietnam conflict

Shepard%20Fairey
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Shepard_Fairey/Power_(Lichtenstein)
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Shepard_Fairey/Blondie


ROZ FRIDHOLM
Roz Fridholm is an artist who works predominantly with clay and it’s many forms. Having learned her craft through intense experimentation she values imperfect techniques and ancient methods. 
Her horse heads are inspired by early and classical forms of nature worship. Indeed Roz’s use of found, natural components gives much of her work the look of being reclaimed by the earth. This is 
reflected in her mosaic furniture which blur the lines between the organic and man made and asks “At what point does nature reclaim what we discard”. These cycles of life and death are explored 
in Roz’s Lachrymatory tear bottles and her exploration of grieving processes, infanticide and burial. These pieces examine the innate human need for rituals to cope with grief. Roz’s work does not 
explain what is organic and what is artificial, but seeks to widen our scope and encompass all human behaviour, thought, tradition and ritual into the natural world.

Warrior Horse Head £195 22cm x 22cm x 9cm
A glazed warrior horse head

Mosaic Table and Chair £875 Chair - 45cm x 41cm x 84cm
A table and chair covered in a mosaic. Table is 61cm x 45cm x 55cm

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Roz%20Fridholm
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Roz_Fridholm/Mosaic_Chair_and_Table
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Roz_Fridholm/Warrior_Horse_Head


SIR TERRY FROST
Terence Ernest Manitou Frost, painter, printmaker and teacher. Born 13th October 1915, in Leamington Spa, Warwickshire, son of a cobbler. He married his wife, Kathleen, in 1945 and settled in St Ives 
soon after, taking a job as assistant to Barbara Hepworth from 1950-52. His first one man show was soon after this in 1952 at the Leicester galleries. His career flourished very progressively for the 
next 40 years, culminating in shows at the Tate Gallery, St Ives, amongst others. In 1992 Frost was awarded an RA and this was followed, in 1998, when he received a knighthood. After his death in 
2003, Frost’s work has become collected by any contemporary collection of note, fixing his reputation as one of Britain’s most loved and respected artists.

Spanish Dream £1250 32cm x 60cm
Edition of 100 - A fantastic example of Frost’s work, highly collectible

Untitled (Artist’s Proof) £1495 49cm x 49cm
A very rare artist’s proof - One of Frost’s rare black and white etchings

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Sir_Terry_Frost_RA
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Sir_Terry_Frost_RA/Untitled_%28Artists_Proof%29
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Sir_Terry_Frost_RA/Spanish_Dreams


HANDIEDAN
Collage artist Handiedan is living and working in Amsterdam. Originally trained as a graduated photographic designer at the Academy for fine Arts and design in Breda, The Netherlands, Handiedan 
developed her working skills into graphic design and illustration throughout the years. Since 2008 Handiedan works as a full time self taught collage artist. Handiedan’s collages involve a complex 
cut and paste mixture of classic pin-up images. Intricate and meticulously crafted, the collages represent the gradual accumulation of layers. Handiedan builds up so many layers in her collages that 
the surfaces stand out in relief and it becomes a game to spot motifs that reappear from one work to another.

Hera No. 2 £495 55cm x 42cm
Hand finished print - Edition of 100

The Magnificent Three £1350 125cm x 78cm
Edition of 20 Artist’s proofs - hand finished screen print as opposed to the giclee prints of final edition

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/HandieDan
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/HandieDan/Hera_No_2
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/HandieDan/Strong


PATRICK HUGHES
Patrick Hughes was born in Birmingham, went to school in Hull and went on to the James Graham Day College in Leeds in 1959. Later he taught at the Leeds College of Art before becoming an 
independent artist. He is the creator of “reverspective”, an optical illusion on a three dimensional surface where the parts of the picture which seem farthest away are actually physically the nearest. 
His early prints started off utilising the architectural practice of perspective and orthography, only for his style to develop, conversely, into the viewer’s space. His early prints still provide an accessible 
way to enjoy his work, whilst his multiples and even originals offer a more exclusive form and are more suited to collectors. 

Waste Paper £695 69cm x 92cm
An edition of 75, this print references the move to the Euro.

Outdoors £6500 75cm x 40cm
An edition of 35, this is one of Hughes’ earliest pieces in 3D

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Patrick%20Hughes
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Patrick_Hughes/Mondrians
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Patrick_Hughes/Waste_Paper


ROBERT INDIANA
Born Robert Clark in New Castle, Indiana, in 1928, he adopted the name of his native state as a pseudonymous surname early in his career. In his paintings and constructions he has given new 
meaning to such basic words as “Eat”, “Die” and “Love” . Using them in bold block letters in vivid colours, he has enticed his viewers to look at the commonplace from a new perspective. One 
indication of his success was the appearance of his immensely popular multicoloured “Love” on a United States postage stamp in 1973. Since then, large scale versions of the ‘Love’ sculptures have 
appeared in public places all over the world.

LOVE £3400 51cm x 61cm
Edition of 200 - This print from the Book of Love, a portfolio of 12 different colourways, signed and numbered

From the Umbrage of a Master Poet £1900 51cm x 61cm
A poem corresponding to each ‘Love’ print, signed and numbered

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Robert%20Indiana
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Robert_Indiana/Love_%28Grey%29
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Robert_Indiana/From_the_Umbrage_of_a_Master_Poet


ALLEN JONES
llen Jones R.A. (born 1 September 1937) is a British pop artist, best known for his sculptures. He lives and works in London. Jones was born in Southampton. From 1955 to 1961 he studied at the 
Hornsey College of Art (London). He was expelled from the Royal College of Art; from 1961 to 1963 he taught at Croydon College of Art. His exhibition of erotic sculptures, like the set Chair, Table 
and Hat Stand (1969), are studies in forniphilia which turn women into items of human furniture. Much of his work draws on the imagery of rubber fetishism and BDSM.

Head £1400 55cm x 76cm
Signed and Numbered, Edition of 75, 1967

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Allen%20Jones
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Allen_Jones/Head


PAUL JOYCE
Paul established an international reputation as a photographer in the 1980s with exhibitions at The National Portrait Gallery, London, The Biblioteque Nationale in Paris, The Witkin Gallery in New 
York and numerous other US and European venues. His work as an artist has been acknowledged in recent years with exhibitions in both the UK and US, and paintings of his have been acquired by, 
amongst others, Quentin Tarantino, Dennis Hopper and the author Michael Connelly. He recently exhibited in Santa Monica, California a show curated by the late Dennis Hopper, “Hollywoodland”.

Jane Fonda as Barbarella £1450 107cm x 71cm
Platinum print, very crisp quality. Signed and Numbered, edition of 50

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Paul%20Joyce
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Paul_Joyce/Jane_Fonda_as_Barbarella


JUANITA KERMAN
Juanita Kerman is a London-based photographer whose subjects range from family groups to Burmese temples to the unfettered human form. Her extensive travels have informed her work perhaps 
more than anything else. A sell-out exhibition of her hand printed silver gelatin photographs in London 2006 at the Patrick Mavros Gallery featured nudes, printed in a way that made them seem like 
vintage prints, travel and flowers. She draws her inspiration ‘not only from what I see through the lens, but what I can acheive during the printing process’. Juanita is also producing beautiful archival 
digital prints.

Sian in Long Gloves £450 50cm x 61cm
Hand printed silver gelatin print, signed an numbered - Comes framed

SLAP! £475 31cm x 46cm
Hand printed, signed and numbered - Comes framed

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Juanita%20Kerman
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Juanita_Kerman/Hands_On
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Juanita_Kerman/Slap


BLEK LE RAT
A legendary figure in street art Blek Le Rat (Xavier Prou) was born in Paris in 1951. Thought by many to be the father of stencil graffiti as an art form Blek began his unique, complex and intelligent 
stencil works on the streets of Paris in the 1980’s. Hugely influential to the present generation of street artists the importance of Blek’s work should not be underestimated as this quote from Banksy 
suggests: ‘Everything I think I’ve painted something slightly original, I find out that Blek Le Rat has done it as well. Only twenty years earlier...’ 

Diana and Angel £1200 96cm x 87cm
This stencil was put on the wall at the Tate Modern and later released as a print

The Man Who Walks Through Walls £750 54cm x 73cm
One of Blek’s most iconic pieces and still very reasonably priced, a great opportunity

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Blek_Le_Rat
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Blek_Le_Rat/The_Man_Who_Walks_Through_Walls
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Blek_Le_Rat/Diana_and_Angel


HOLLISTER LOWE
Hollister Lowe (b. 1958) began his career in men’s design at Dunhill and later Ralph Lauren where his interests expanded to fashion photography. His photographs have appeared in magazines such 
as American Photo, Elle, L’Incense, the Face, Japanese Vogue, and I-D. Lowe’s commercial work has included clients such as Coach, Polo Ralph Lauren, Pepe Jeans London, Levis, Jones New York, 
Evan Piccone, Stephane Kelian, FILA, and Tommy Hilfiger. Hollister also receives portrait commissions throughout the world. He is presently working on a portrait book of “icons”.

Untitled Nude (Re-Make/Re-Model) £1750 102cm x 82cm
This large format archival pigment print is a fantastic example of Hollister’s unusual eye for composition

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Hollister%20Lowe
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Hollister_Lowe/Untitled_Nude_%28Re-Make-Re-Model%29


MEMORABILIA
Here at Storm Fine Arts we love memorabilia of all sorts. Our collection ranges from iconic celebrity photography to motorsport photography to vintage movie posters. Below are just a few examples, 
but please go to our site and take a peek at our whole range! 

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes £1950 69cm x 104cm
This original poster from 1953 comes framed and is in great condition - Rare

Stirling Moss in the Vanwall £650 27cm x 38cm
Signed by Stirling Moss, dedicated to ‘Nick’. Photo by Edward Eves

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Memorabilia
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Unknown/Gentlemen_Prefer_Blondes
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Edward_Eves/Stirling_Moss_in_the_Team_Vanwall_(Signed)


CHINA MIKE
Initially working as a brush for hire for local promoters, record labels and clothing lines during the nineties boom for independent retailers, his illustrative style became a trademark in Bristol which 
would be adapted by many. Old notebooks reveal more than his line work – a versatile mark-maker, his abilities as a draughtsman have returned to the fore in recent years; the photorealistic 
paintings which had become a trade mark, have given way to more abstracted figurative work. Usually preferring to avoid the madding crowd, he continues to quietly produce his paintings from his 
studio in Bishopston, Bristol. He has exhibited with galleries around the globe, and his paintings and printed works are represented in the private collections of art enthusiasts worldwide.

Beagle Knievel £450 50cm x 63cm
Signed and Numbered, edition of 100

The Duke £450 50cm x 63cm
Signed and Numbered, edition of 50

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/China%20Mike
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/China_Mike/Beagle_Knievel
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/China_Mike/The_Duke


JOHN MALTBY
John Maltby is recognised worldwide as one of Britain’s finest ceramic artists. Born in 1936, he studied sculpture at Leicester and Goldsmith’s College, London and worked with David Leach at his 
pottery before establishing his own workshop in 1964. He initially made domestic ceramics but since the mid seventies he has made only individual pieces. His work is represented in many ceramic 
collections including the V&A in London. His kinetic sculptures have become much loved and collected and his recent return to these wonderful pieces has opened up opportunities to collect his 
work.

Alfred St Ives £750 26cm x 45cm
A kinetic sculpture featuring the boat ‘Alfred’, most likely named after Alfred Wallis

The Diamond Jubilee £575 26cm x 40cm
A sweet memorial for the Diamond Jubilee

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/John%20Maltby
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/John_Maltby/Alfred_St_Ives
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/John_Maltby/The_Diamond_Jubilee


HENRY MOORE
Henry Moore, the seventh of eight children of Raymond Spencer Moore and his wife Mary, was born in the small coal mining town of Castleford, Yorkshire, on 30 July 1898. Moore now became 
involved in the art life of London. His first commission, received in 1928, was to produce a sculpture relief for the newly opened Headquarters of London Transport at St James’s Underground 
building. His first one-man exhibition, which consisted of forty-two sculptures and fifty-one drawings, opened at the Warren Gallery in 1928. In the early 1940s he had begun to make drawings of 
people sheltering from air-raids in the London Underground. These drawings, together with those he made subsequently in the coal mines, are considered among his greatest achievements.

Mother and Child £1300 18cm x 23cm
An edition of 65, this print is signed both in the plate and in pencil on the paper

Sheep Grazing £5600 28cm x 20cm
A pencil on paper drawing by Moore in 1981 - A beautiful example of his work

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Henry%20Moore
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Henry_Moore/Mother_and_Child
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Henry_Moore/Sheep_Grazing


AL MURPHY
Al was recently voted Illustrator Most Likely To Go To The Pub Later by himself and took first prize in every category of the Al Murphy Illustration awards which he hosted for the 33rd year running. 
In 2006 he moved to Berlin but left when he realised so had most of East London. In 2008 he moved to New York but left when he realised he had begun pronouncing tomato ‘toh-may-toh’. He is 
influenced by the work of the great masters Neil Young, Charles Schulz and Eric Morecambe and is partial to a Fab ice lolly every once in a while.

Rolling Stones £300 50cm x 70cm Watership Downer £450 50cm x 70cm

Al Murphy’s tongue in cheek style has entertained us for years, let it do the same for you! Signed & numbered 
Screenprint

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Al%20Murphy
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Al_Murphy/Rolling_Stones
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Al_Murphy/Watership_Down_(Unframed)


TAKASHI MURAKAMI
One of the most thoughtful-and thought-provoking-Japanese artists of the 1990s. His work ranges from cartoony paintings to quasi-minimalist sculptures to giant inflatable balloons to performance 
events to factory-produced watches, T-shirts, and other products, many emblazoned with his signature character, Mr. DOB. In addition to his work as an artist, Takashi Murakami is a curator, 
entrepreneur. In 2000, Murakami curated an exhibition of Japanese art titled Superflat, which acknowledged a movement toward mass-produced entertainment and its effects on contemporary 
aesthetics. Murakami is also internationally recognized for his collaboration with designer Marc Jacobs to create handbags and other products for the Louis Vuitton fashion house.

DOB, And Then, And Then, And Then £2200 68cm x 68cm
Edition of 300 Lithograph on a reflective background, Signed

DOB, And Then, And Then, And Then £2200 68cm x 68cm
Edition of 300 Lithograph on a reflective background, Signed

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Takashi Murakami
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Takashi_Murakami/DOB_And_Then_And_Then_And_Then_%28Pink%29
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Takashi_Murakami/DOB_And_Then_And_Then_And_Then_%28Yellow%29


JO NIEMEYER
Jo Niemeyer (born in 1946 in Alf, Germany) is a concrete artist and designer. Niemeyer’s work is based on the observation of the nature through the use of mathematical and, especially, the “Golden 
Section”. He experimented with various media such as photography and film video. Today, he principally uses painting to compose his graphic works. Niemeyer also realized sculptural objects and 
big scale project such as the land art “20 steps around the world”. Over the years, Niemeyer has held successful one-man and group shows in Scandinavia, Italy, Switzerland, Israel, USA, England, 
Japan, Argentina, and Finland. His murals in public buildings can be found in countries all around the world including Switzerland, Germany and Scandinavia. Featured in numerous international 
publications and films, his works can be found in public and private collections and museums throughout the world including in Japan, Germany, Canada, Holland, Finland, Germany and Austria. 

SP3 £850 110cm x 40cm
A series of 3 screenprints framed in one frame - technically as well as aesthetically engaging

SP3004-I-V £1100 130cm x 90cm
A series of 5 prints framed as one

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Jo%20Niemeyer
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Jo_Niemeyer/SP3
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Jo_Niemeyer/SP_3004-I-V_%28Framed%29


AMY ORRELL
Amy Orrell (nee Dibben) graduated from the University of East Anglia in 2001 with a first class degree in American Studies. After nearly ten years of work in the heritage sector and teaching she 
decided to follow in the footsteps of her father, Andrew Dibben, and pursue a full time career in art. She excels at watercolour and collage, the former in a relatively traditional style (verging on 
oriental) and the latter in a more contemporary pop style. 

The Tree Spirits Watched as They 
Passed

£650 37cm x 42cm Impact £595 76cm x 62cm
Collage on canvas, using magazine and printed source material

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Amy%20Orrell
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Amy_Dibben/The_Tree_Spirits_Watched_as_They_Passed
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Amy_Dibben/A_Step_in_Time


ELAINE PAMPHILON
Elaine Pamphilon paints in watercolour, collage, acrylic, and mixed media, employing bright, vibrant colour, in a confidently free, painterly style. She is inspired by interests ranging from music 
and literature to still life and landscape - particularly that around the fishing harbour and beaches of her studio in St Ives in Cornwall. “When I paint, I choose things I love a wild cliff top walk with 
spectacular views, a gorgeous bunch of sweet smelling hedgerow flowers with some found objects, a glimpse of birds in my garden or cascades of greenfinches falling from the cherry tree, and 
wide open beaches that have their own mood and colour depending on the time of day. And of course I can make up my colours depending on how I’m feeling being in that place”. 

Bird at the Waters Edge £3750 90cm x 85cm
A stunning example of use of colour - framed in a chunky contemporary whitewash frame

St Ives Bay £3950 99cm x 78cm
Dramatic colour and texture elevate this piece from its surroundings - a large framed example of her work 

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Elaine Pamphilon
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Elaine_Pamphilon/Bird_at_the_Waters_Edge
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Elaine_Pamphilon/St_Ives_Bay


PREFAB 77
Prefab77 are a collective of artists based in the North East of England. From an area steeped in a volatile history of unions, struggles and movements they create fast, hard-edged, stripped down 
artwork; often political, sometimes anti-establishment, always beautiful. Weaving small bites of modern popular culture, vintage NME headlines, pure British rock ‘n rebellion into traditional iconic 
British imagery. Their work has never felt so relevant as it does now, media coverage of student riots, hung parliaments and rising taxes have brought their themes and subject matter to life.

United Kingdom £600 56cm x 76cm
Visually striking, signed and numbered, difficult to find

The Cash £420 56cm x 76cm
Signed and numbered screen print

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Prefab 77
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Prefab_77/United_Kingdom
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Prefab_77/The_Cash


MEL RAMOS
Mel Ramos is an American figurative painter, whose work incorporates elements of realist and abstract art. Born in Sacramento, California, he gained his greatest popularity in association with the 
Pop Art movement of the 1960s. In the mid-sixties, Mel Ramos turned to the depiction of single female figures: Pin-up girls from advertisements and magazines are draped over painted commercial 
articles to parody the trivial and glamorous gestures of the advertisement industry, which tries to influence the consumer’s choice by such marketing strategies. Ramos’ comments about his art are 
succinct: “I make sure that my pictures are not too erotic and that they always have a trace of humour. I make sure they are in good taste. Either you understand it or not.”

Top Flite 2 £1950 57cm x 72cm
The iconic Top Flite golfing brand adorned in true Ramos style - Signed and Numbered

Micronite Mary £1995 57cm x 74cm
From Ramos’s very popular series of women on cigarette packets - Signed and Numbered

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Mel%20Ramos
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Mel_Ramos/Top_Flite_II
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Mel_Ramos/Micronite_Mary


SAMUEL THOMAS
Samuel Thomas’ art work is popular with fine art collectors and to the wider audience as the style is distinctive and contemporary. Yet the paintings display a culmination of identifiable styles from 
art deco, pop art, Japanese print, retro and graphic influences as well as hints of art nouveau and psychedelic patterns. The work can be described as modern and fresh, yet these influences make 
it timeless. In recent years many of these styles of art have enjoyed a celebration and a renaissance adding to the value and desirability of Samuel Thomas’ paintings. The British contemporary artist 
uses his paintings to deliver his unique vision of the world creating artwork that is unusual, and unique, yet ultimately beautiful. Thomas captures those picture perfect moments in life, and magnifies 
that very moment by stylising landscapes, using intense colour, strong line and structured composition.

Kings, Queens and Jokers £1400 90cm x 90cm
An acrylic on canvas of one of London’s most famous views, styled with a house of cards motif

The Flirt £1400 76cm x 102cm
Almost fantastical, this piece screams of pop culture

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Samuel%20Thomas
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Samuel_Thomas/Kings_Queens_and_Jokers
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Samuel_Thomas/The_Flirt


TRUSTOCORP
One of the most talked about names in up and coming urban and pop art, TrustoCorp are a collective “aged from 15 to 50” whose provocative work has already made national primetime TV news 
in America. Theirs is a unique proposition: radical politics with high production values. “There’s a lot of hilarious behaviour, of hypocrisy, in how we behave as a society right now and it’s healthy to 
make fun of it” says a spokesman. Trustocorp’s first exhibition outside the US was in October 2012 at The Outsiders Newcastle.

Empire Falls £580 100cm x 50cm
A (de)construction of two prints - beautifully crafted, an edition of 35 - Hand finished  

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/TrustoCorp
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Trustocorp/Empire_Falls


GEE VAUCHER
Gee Vaucher is a visual artist who was born in 1945 in Dagenham, East London. Her work with Anarcho-punk band Crass was seminal to the ‘protest art’ of the 1980s. Vaucher has always seen her 
work as a tool for social change. Vaucher can be seen to have expressed her strong anarcho-pacifist and feminist views in her paintings and collage. Vaucher also uses surrealist styles and methods. 
She continues to design sleeves for Babel Label and has exhibited at the 96 Gillespie gallery in London. In 2007 and 2008 the Jack Hanley Gallery in San Francisco and Track 16 in Santa Monica 
ran exhibitions entitled “Gee Vaucher: Introspective”, showing a wide selection of Vaucher’s work.

The Soldier £195 44cm x 44cm
A popular print that will certainly provide a talking point! Signed and Numbered

Liberty £350 44cm x 44cm
A rare opportunity to get a copy of this print - very sought after - Signed and Numbered

http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Gee%20Vaucher
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Gee_Vaucher/Soldier
http://www.stormfinearts.com/artist/Gee_Vaucher/Liberty_%2528Signed%2529
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